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Abstract

Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group with at least one absolutely simple factor S such

that R-rankðSÞX2 and let G be a uniform lattice in G:

(a) If CH holds, then G has a unique asymptotic cone up to homeomorphism.

(b) If CH fails, then G has 22
o
asymptotic cones up to homeomorphism.
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1. Introduction

Let G be a finitely generated group equipped with a fixed finite generating set and
let d be the corresponding word metric. Consider the sequence of metric spaces
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Xn ¼ ðG; dnÞ for nX1; where dnðg; hÞ ¼ dðg; hÞ=n: In [15], Gromov proved that if G
has polynomial growth, then the sequence ðXn j nX1Þ of metric spaces converges in
the pointed Gromov–Hausdorff topology to a complete geodesic space ConNðGÞ;
the asymptotic cone of G: In [12], van den Dries and Wilkie generalised the
construction of asymptotic cones to arbitrary finitely generated groups. However,
their construction involved the choice of a nonprincipal ultrafilter D over the set o of
natural numbers, and it was initially not clear whether the resulting asymptotic
cone ConDðGÞ depended on the choice of the ultrafilter D: In [30], answering a
question of Gromov [16], Thomas and Velickovic constructed an example of a
finitely generated group G and two nonprincipal ultrafilters A; B such that the
asymptotic cones ConAðGÞ and ConBðGÞ were not homeomorphic. But this still left
open the interesting question of whether there exists a finitely presented group with
more than one asymptotic cone up to homeomorphism. It seems almost certain that
such a group exists; and, in fact, it seems natural to conjecture that there exists a

finitely presented group with 22
o
asymptotic cones up to homeomorphism. (Recall

that there are exactly 22
o

distinct nonprincipal ultrafilters over o:) The main
result of this paper provides a confirmation of this conjecture, under the assumption
that CH fails.

Suppose that G is a connected semisimple Lie group and let G be a uniform lattice
in G; i.e. a discrete subgroup such that G=G is compact. (For the existence of such a
subgroup G; see [2].) Then it is well-known that G is finitely presented. (For example,
see [17, Chapter V, 35, Chapter 3].) Furthermore, G is quasi-isometric to G; and
hence for each ultrafilter D; the asymptotic cones ConDðGÞ and ConDðGÞ are
homeomorphic. In [16, Section 2.2.B1], Gromov suggested that ‘‘ it seems that these
groups G have pretty looking finite dimensional cones ConDðGÞ which are
(essentially) independent of the choice of the ultrafilter D:’’ It turns out that the
situation is more interesting.

Theorem 1.1. Suppose that G is a connected semisimple Lie group with at least one

absolutely simple factor S such that R-rankðSÞX2 and let G be a uniform lattice

in G:

(a) If CH holds, then G has a unique asymptotic cone up to homeomorphism.
(b) If CH fails, then G has 22

o
asymptotic cones up to homeomorphism.

Here CH denotes the continuum hypothesis, i.e. the statement that 2o ¼ o1: Of
course, it is well-known that CH can neither be proved nor disproved using the usual
ZFC axioms of set theory. (For example, see [18].)

In the remainder of this section, we shall sketch the main points of the proof for
the special case when G ¼ SLmðRÞ for some mX3: In particular, we shall explain the
unexpected appearance of the Robinson field rRD as a topological invariant of the
asymptotic cone ConDðGÞ: (As we shall explain below, the Robinson field rRD is a
valued field closely related to the corresponding field �RD of nonstandard real
numbers.) We shall begin by recalling the definition of an asymptotic cone of an
arbitrary metric space.
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Definition 1.2. A nonprincipal ultrafilter over the set o of natural numbers is a
collection D of subsets of o satisfying the following conditions:

(i) If A; BAD; then A-BAD:
(ii) If AAD and ADBDo; then BAD:
(iii) For all ADo; either AAD or o\AAD:
(iv) If F is a finite subset of o; then FeD:

Equivalently, if m : PðoÞ-f0; 1g is the function such that mðAÞ ¼ 1 if and only if
AAD; then m is a finitely additive probability measure on o such that mðFÞ ¼ 0
for all finite subsets F of o: It is easily checked that if D is a nonprincipal ultrafilter
and ðrnÞ is a bounded sequence of real numbers, then there exists a unique real
number c such that

fnAo j jrn � cjoEgAD

for all E40: We write c ¼ limDrn:

Definition 1.3. Suppose that D is a nonprincipal ultrafilter over o: Let ðX ; dÞ be a
metric space and for each nX1; let dn be the rescaled metric defined by dnðx; yÞ ¼
dðx; yÞ=n: Let eAX be a fixed base point. Then XN is the set of all sequences ðxnÞ of
elements of X such that there exists a constant c with

dnðxn; eÞpc

for all nX1: Define an equivalence relation B on XN by

ðxnÞBðynÞ if and only if lim
D

dnðxn; ynÞ ¼ 0;

and for each ðxnÞAXN; let ðxnÞD be the corresponding equivalence class.

Then the asymptotic cone of X is

ConDðXÞ ¼ fðxnÞD j ðxnÞAXNg

endowed with the metric

dDððxnÞD; ðynÞDÞ ¼ lim
D

dnðxn; ynÞ:

If ðX ; dÞ and ðX 0; d 0Þ are metric spaces, then a map f : X-X 0 is a quasi-isometry

iff there exist constants LX1 and CX0 such that for all x; yAX

* 1
L
dðx; yÞ � Cpd 0ðf ðxÞ; f ðyÞÞpLdðx; yÞ þ C;

and for all zAX 0

* d 0ðz; f ½X �ÞpC:

The following result is well-known. (For example, see Proposition 2.4.6 of Kleiner-
Leeb [19].)
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Proposition 1.4. Suppose that D is a nonprincipal ultrafilter over o and that f :X-X 0

is a quasi-isometry of nonempty metric spaces. Then f induces a bilipschitz

homeomorphism j : ConDðXÞ-ConDðX 0Þ defined by jððxnÞDÞ ¼ ðf ðxnÞÞD:

From now on, fix some mX3 and let G be a uniform lattice in SLmðRÞ; i.e. G is a
discrete subgroup of SLmðRÞ such that SLmðRÞ=G is compact. (For example, let

K ¼ kð
ffiffi
E

p
Þ; where E ¼ 1þ

ffiffiffi
2

p
and k ¼ Qð

ffiffiffi
2

p
Þ: Let s be the automorphism of K over

k such that sð
ffiffi
E

p
Þ ¼ �

ffiffi
E

p
and let f be the Hermitian form defined by

f ðx; yÞ ¼ x1y
s
1 þ?þ xmys

m:

Finally let J be the ring of algebraic integers in K : By Vinberg et al. [3, Chapter 3],
SUðf ; JÞ is a uniform lattice in SLmðRÞ:) By Theorem IV.23 [17], G is quasi-isometric
to SLmðRÞ; viewed as a metric space with respect to some left-invariant Riemannian
metric. Thus if D is a nonprincipal ultrafilter over o; then ConDðGÞ is bilipschitz
homeomorphic to ConDðSLmðRÞÞ: However, instead of working directly with the
Riemannian manifold SLmðRÞ; it turns out to be more convenient to work with the
corresponding symmetric space, obtained by factoring out the maximal compact
subgroup SOmðRÞ: In more detail, recall that SLmðRÞ acts transitively as a group of
isometries on the symmetric space Pðm;RÞ of positive-definite symmetric m�m

matrices with determinant 1, via the action

g � A ¼ gAgt:

Clearly the stabiliser of the identity matrix I under this action is the subgroup
SOmðRÞ; and since SOmðRÞ is compact, it follows that G also acts cocompactly on
Pðm;RÞ: (For example, see [34, Chapter 1].) Hence, applying Theorem IV.23 [17]
once again, it follows that G is also quasi-isometric to the symmetric space Pðm;RÞ:
The invariant Riemannian metric d on Pðm;RÞ can be described as follows. First
recall that if A; BAPðm;RÞ; then there exists gASLmðRÞ such that gAgt and gBgt are
simultaneously diagonal. Hence it suffices to consider the case when

A ¼ ðai;jÞ and B ¼ ðbi;jÞ

are both diagonal matrices; in which case,

dðA;BÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX

ðlog ai;i � log bi;iÞ2
q

:

Fix some nonprincipal ultrafilter D over o: Let X ¼ Pðm;RÞ and let IAX be the
base point. We next consider the question of which sequences of diagonal matrices
lie in XN: For each nX1; let

An ¼ ðaðnÞi;j ÞAX
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be a diagonal matrix. Then

dnðI ;AnÞ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
ðlog a

ðnÞ
i;i Þ

2
q

n

and so ðAnÞAXN if and only if there exists kX1 such that

e�knoa
ðnÞ
i;i oekn ðExpÞ

for each 1pipm and nX1:
Before we can describe the structure of the asymptotic cone ConDðXÞ; we first

need to recall the definition of the corresponding field �RD of nonstandard reals.

Definition 1.5. Let Ro be the set of all sequences ðxnÞ of real numbers. Define an
equivalence relation � on Ro by

ðxnÞ � ðynÞ if and only if fnAo j xn ¼ yngAD;

and for each ðxnÞARo; let ½xn�D be the corresponding equivalence class. Then the

field of nonstandard reals is defined to be

�RD ¼ f½xn�D j ðxnÞARog

equipped with the operations

½xn�D þ ½yn�D ¼ ½xn þ yn�D;

½xn�D � ½yn�D ¼ ½xn � yn�D

and the ordering

½xn�Do½yn�D if and only if fnAo j xnoyngAD:

In order to simplify notation, during the next few paragraphs, we shall write �R
instead of the more precise �RD: It is well-known that �R is a nonarchimedean real
closed field and that R embeds into �R via the map r/½r�D; where ðrÞ denotes the
sequence with constant value r: (For the basic properties of �R; see [21].)

Now suppose that ðAnÞAXN is a sequence of diagonal matrices, where each An ¼
ðaðnÞi;j Þ: Then we can define a corresponding diagonal matrix

ðAnÞD ¼ ðai;jÞAPðm; �RÞ
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by setting ai;j ¼ ½aðnÞi;j �D: Using equation (Exp), we see that there exists kX1 such that

each ai;i satisfies the inequality

rkoai;ior�k;

where rA�R is the positive infinitesimal defined by

r ¼ ðe�nÞD:

This suggests that ConDðXÞ should ‘‘essentially’’ be Pðm;KÞ for some field defined in
terms of �R and r:

Definition 1.6. Let M0 be the subring of �R defined by

M0 ¼ ftA�R j jtjor�k for some kX1g:

Then M0 has a unique maximal ideal

M1 ¼ ftA�R j jtjork for all kX1g

and the Robinson field rR is defined to be the residue field M0=M1: By Lightstone and
Robinson [21], rR is also a real closed field.

If ðAnÞAXN is a sequence of diagonal matrices, then

ðAnÞD ¼ ðai;jÞAPðm;M0Þ;

and so we can define a corresponding matrix

ðAnÞD ¼ ð%ai;jÞAPðm; rRÞ;

where each %ai;jArR is the element naturally associated with ai;jA�R:Unfortunately, it

is not always the case that if ðAnÞ; ðA0
nÞAXN correspond to the same element of

ConDðXÞ; then ðAnÞD ¼ ðA0
nÞD: Thus, in order to obtain ConDðX Þ; we must first

factor Pðm; rRÞ by a suitable equivalence relation.

Definition 1.7. If 0aaAM0; then logrjaj is a finite possibly nonstandard real and

hence is infinitesimally close to a unique standard real denoted by stðlogrjajÞ: By
Lightstone-Robinson [21, Section 3.3], if tAM0\M1 and iAM1; then

stðlogrjtjÞ ¼ stðlogrjtþ ijÞ:

Hence we can define a valuation u : rR-R,fNg by

uðaÞ ¼ stðlogrjajÞ:
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Let

jaju ¼ e�uðaÞ

be the associated absolute value.

Following Leeb and Parreau [22], the asymptotic cone ConDðX Þ can now be
described as follows. Let Vðm; rRÞ be the vector space of m� 1 column vectors over
the field rR: For each AAPðm; rRÞ; define the corresponding norm

jA : Vðm; rRÞ-R

by

jAðxÞ ¼ j
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xtAx

p
ju:

Then the map from XN defined by ðAnÞ/jA; where A ¼ ðAnÞD; induces an isometry

ConDðX ÞDfjA jAAPðm; rRÞg:

(When A ¼ ðaiÞAPðm; rRÞ and B ¼ ðbiÞAPðm; rRÞ are both diagonal matrices, then
the corresponding distance in the space of norms is given by

dðjA;jBÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX

ðuðaiÞ � uðbiÞÞ2
q

:

For more details, see [22].) This space of norms is an instance of a classical
construction of Bruhat–Tits [8,9] and has a rich geometric structure. (The various
geometric notions discussed in the remainder of this paragraph will be defined and
discussed in more detail in Section 2.) More precisely, ConDðX Þ is an affine R-
building; and the set F of apartments of ConDðXÞ is precisely the collection of

subspaces of ConDðXÞ which are isometric to Rm�1: Furthermore, the elements of F
correspond naturally to the unordered frames frRv1;y; rRvmg of the m-dimensional
vector space Vðm; rRÞ over rR: Let @ ConDðX Þ be the associated spherical building
at infinity of ConDðX Þ: Then the apartments of @ ConDðXÞ are the boundaries at
infinity of the apartments of ConDðXÞ; and so the apartments of @ ConDðXÞ also
correspond naturally to the unordered frames frRv1;y; rRvmg of Vðm; rRÞ: As this
observation suggests, @ ConDðXÞ is the usual spherical building associated with the
natural BN-pair of SLmðrRÞ; i.e. @ ConDðXÞ is the flag complex of the vector space
Vðm; rRÞ: In particular, since mX3; the isomorphism type of the Robinson field rR

is determined by the isomorphism type of the spherical building @ ConDðXÞ: By the
Kleiner–Leeb topological rigidity theorem for affine R-buildings [19], the isomorph-
ism type of the spherical building @ ConDðXÞ is a topological invariant of ConDðX Þ:
Consequently, the isomorphism type of the Robinson field rR is also a topological
invariant of ConDðXÞ:

From now on, we shall write rRD to indicate the possible dependence on D of the
Robinson field. Since rRD is a topological invariant of ConDðX Þ; the following result
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implies that if CH fails, then X ¼ Pðm;RÞ has 22
o

asymptotic cones up to
homeomorphism. Consequently, as the uniform lattice G is quasi-isometric to

Pðm;RÞ; it follows that G also has 22
o
asymptotic cones up to homeomorphism.

Theorem 1.8. If CH fails, then there exists a set fDajao22
og of nonprincipal

ultrafilters over o such that

rRDaD/
rRDb

for all aobo22
o
:

Now suppose that CH holds. In this case, it is well-known that if A; B are
nonprincipal ultrafilters, then the corresponding fields �RA;

�RB of nonstandard reals
are isomorphic. In [31], Thornton used the Diarra–Pestov [11,23] representation of
�RA as a Hahn field to prove that if CH holds, then the Robinson fields rRA and rRB
are isomorphic as valued fields. It follows that X ¼ Pðm;RÞ has a unique asymptotic
cone up to isometry. In fact, Thornton proved that the analogous result holds for
arbitrary symmetric spaces. Hence the following result holds for uniform lattices in
arbitrary connected semisimple Lie groups. (Recall that the word metric d on G
depends on the choice of a finite generating set and so the metric space ðG; dÞ is
determined only up to quasi-isometry. Consequently, the following result is optimal.)

Theorem 1.9 (Thornton [31]). Assume CH. If A; B are nonprincipal ultrafilters, then

rRADrRB:

Furthermore, if G is a connected semisimple Lie group and G is a uniform lattice in G;
then G has a unique asymptotic cone up to bilipchitz homeomorphism.

Finally, we should stress that it remains an open problem whether it can be proved
in ZFC that there exists a finitely presented group with more than one
asymptotic cone up to homeomorphism. However, when it comes to the question

of whether there exists a finitely presented group with 22
o
asymptotic cones up to

homeomorphism, then the case is altered.

Theorem 1.10. If CH holds, then every finitely generated group G has at most 2o

asymptotic cones up to isometry.

Corollary 1.11. The following statements are equivalent.

(a) CH fails.
(b) There exists a finitely presented group G which has 22

o
asymptotic cones up to

homeomorphism.
(c) There exists a finitely generated group G which has 22

o
asymptotic cones up to

homeomorphism.
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The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we shall discuss the
notions of an affine R-building and its spherical building at infinity; and we shall
explain why rRD is a topological invariant of ConDðGÞ; whenever G is a uniform
lattice in a connected semisimple Lie group G with at least one absolutely simple
factor S such that R-rankðSÞX2: Sections 3 and 4 will be devoted to the proof of
Theorem 1.8. Finally we shall prove Theorem 1.10 in Section 5.

Throughout this paper, unless otherwise stated, the term ‘‘Lie group’’ will always
mean a real Lie group.

2. Spherical and euclidean buildings

In this section, we shall discuss the notions of an affine R-building and its spherical
building at infinity; and we shall explain why rRD is a topological invariant of
ConDðGÞ; whenever G is a uniform lattice in a connected semisimple Lie group G

with at least one absolutely simple factor S such that R-rankðSÞX2:
Suppose that VDRn is a finite-dimensional Euclidean vector space, with inner

product /�;�S : V� V-R: For a nonzero vector vAV ; let sv : V-V denote the

Euclidean reflection u/u� 2/u;vS
/v;vSv: A finite spanning set FDV of (nonzero) vectors

is called a root system if suvAF and 2/x;vS
/v;vSAZ for all u; vAF; see [5, Chapter VI]. The

group W generated by the sv is called the Weyl group of the root system. Associated
to such a finite reflection group W is a certain simplicial complex SðWÞ; its Coxeter

complex [5, Chapter IV]: roughly speaking, SðWÞ is a W -invariant triangulation of

the unit sphere Sn�1DV : (The triangulation is obtained from the intersections of

Sn�1 with the reflection hyperplanes v> for vAF:)
For example, the root system of type An and its Coxeter complex are defined as

follows. Let fe1;y; enþ1g denote the standard orthonormal basis for Rnþ1 and let V

be the subspace of Rnþ1 defined by

V ¼ fxARnþ1 j x1 þ?þ xnþ1 ¼ 0g:

Then F ¼ fei � ej j iajgDV is a root system of type An: As an abstract group, the

Weyl group W is the symmetric group on nþ 1 letters, acting by coordinate
permutations; and as a poset, SðWÞ is the set of all D-ordered chains consisting of
nontrivial subsets of f1;y; nþ 1g (i.e. SðWÞ is the first barycentric subdivision of
the boundary of an nþ 1-simplex).

A spherical building is an abstract simplicial complex (a poset) ðD;pÞ with a
distinguished collection of subcomplexes S; called apartments, satisfying the
following axioms:

ðB1Þ Each apartment SDD is isomorphic to a (fixed) Coxeter complex SðWÞ:
ðB2Þ Any two simplices in D are contained in some apartment.
ðB3Þ Given two apartments S1;S2DD; there exists an isomorphism S1-S2 fixing

S1-S2 simplex-wise.
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For more details, we refer to [7,26,32]. The standard examples of buildings are
obtained from algebraic groups as follows.

Let G be a reductive algebraic group defined over a field k [3,4,29] and let D
denote the poset of all k-parabolic subgroups of G; ordered by reversed
inclusion. Then D ¼ DðG; kÞ is a spherical building, the canonical building associated
to G over k; and the group GðkÞ of k-points of G acts strongly transitively on
DðG; kÞ; see Tits [32, Chapter 5]. If G is absolutely simple (i.e. if G is simple over the

algebraic closure %k) and adjoint, then the building uniquely determines the field of
definition k:

Theorem 2.1 (Tits [32, 5.8]). Let G and G0 be adjoint absolutely simple

algebraic groups of rank at least 2 defined over the fields k and k0: If there

is a building isomorphism DðG; kÞDDðG0; k0Þ; then the fields k and k0 are

isomorphic.

We next introduce the notion of an affine R-building (also called a Euclidean

building). Below we shall give Tits’ definition [33], as corrected in [26, App. 3]. (A
different set of axioms was proposed in Kleiner–Leeb [19], based on nonpositive
curvature and geodesics; in [22], Parreau showed that these two approaches are
equivalent.) Let W be the Weyl group of a root system FDV ; and let Waff denote
the semidirect product of W and the vector group ðV ;þÞ: Then in V ; we obtain the
corresponding reflection hyperplanes (the fixed point sets of reflections), half-spaces

(determined by reflection hyperplanes), and Weyl chambers (the fundamental
domains for W ), see [5].

Definition 2.2. Fix W and V as above. A pair ðI ;FÞ consisting of a nonempty set I
and a family F of injections f : V-I is called an affine R-building if it has the
following properties:

ðARB1Þ If wAWaff and fAF ; then f3wAF :
ðARB2Þ For f;cAF ; the preimage X ¼ f�1cðVÞ is closed and convex (possibly

empty), and there exists wAWaff such that f and c3w agree on X :
ðARB3Þ Given x; yAI ; there exists fAF with fx; ygDfðVÞ:

Any f-image of V is called an apartment; the f-image of a reflection
hyperplane, a half-space, and a Weyl chamber is called a wall, a half-

apartment, and a sector, respectively. A wall is thick if it bounds three
distinct half-apartments, and a point is thick if every wall passing through it
is thick.
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ðARB4Þ Given two sectors S1;S2DI ; there exist subsectors Si
0DSi and an

apartment FDI with S1
0,S2

0DF :
ðARB5Þ If F1;F2;F3 are apartments having pairwise a half-apartment in common,

then F1-F2-F3a|:

The dimension of an affine R-building is the vector space dimension of V :

It follows that I admits a unique metric d which pulls back to the Euclidean metric
on V for every f : V-I ; and that ðI ; dÞ is a CATð0Þ-space. (See [6] for the notion of
a CATð0Þ-space.) We say that I is complete if ðI ; dÞ is complete as a metric space
(every Cauchy sequence converges) and that F is complete if every injection f : V-I
which is compatible with the axioms (ARB1)–(ARB5) is already in F : It can be shown

that every F admits a unique completion bFF such that ðI ; bFFÞ is an affine R-building;
the metric completion of I ; however, is in general not an affine R-building.

Proposition 2.3. Suppose that ðI ;FÞ and ðI 0;F0Þ are affine R-buildings, and that

f : I-I0 is a homeomorphism. Let FDI be an apartment. If I0 and F0 are complete,
then f ðFÞ is an apartment in I0:

Proof. This was first proved by Kleiner–Leeb [19, Proposition 6.4.1]. A sheaf-
theoretic proof was given in [20], using the fact that apartments can be viewed as
certain global sections in the orientation sheaf of the topological space I ; which can be
characterised topologically. From this, one deduces that both buildings have the same
dimension, and that f ðFÞ is locally isometric to Euclidean space. Since I0 is complete,
f ðFÞ is also complete and thus—being contractible—globally isometric to Euclidean
space. Such a subspace is always an apartment in the completion of F0: &

Propositions 2.3 and 2.4 are false if I0 is not assumed to be complete.
An affine R-building ðI ;FÞ has a spherical building at infinity, denoted by @ðI ;FÞ:

The chambers of this building are equivalence classes of sectors, where two sectors
are equivalent if the Hausdorff distance between them is finite. If a basepoint x0AI is
fixed, then every chamber of @ðI ;FÞ has a unique x0-based sector as its
representative.

The draft DðI ;FÞ of an affine R-building ðI ;FÞ is the pair ðI ;AÞ consisting of all
points and all apartments of ðI ;FÞ: As a direct consequence of 2.3, we have the
following result.

Proposition 2.4. Let ðI ;FÞ and ðI 0;F0Þ be affine R-buildings such that I ; I0; F and F0

are complete. Then each homeomorphism f : I-I0 induces an isomorphism of drafts

DðI ;FÞ!D DðI 0;F0Þ:

The draft disregards the metric structure and the Weyl group of the affine R-
building. In general, nonisomorphic affine R-buildings can have isomorphic drafts.
However, we have the following result.
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Proposition 2.5. Suppose that I contains a thick point x. If

f : DðI ;FÞ!D DðI 0;F0Þ

is an isomorphism of drafts of affine R-buildings, then f induces an isomorphism

@f : @ðI ;FÞ-@ðI 0;F0Þ

between the respective spherical buildings at infinity.

Proof. Fix some thick point x of I : For each yAI ; let cvxfx; yg denote the
intersection of all apartments containing x and y: This set should be pictured as a
diamond-shaped set with x as one tip. Since x has thick walls, cvxfx; yg is always
contained in one of the x-based sectors of I :

Let FDI be an apartment containing x: In the poset ðfcvxfx; yg j yAFg;DÞ; the
unions over the maximal chains are precisely the x-based sectors in F : Thus any
isomorphism of drafts preserves x-based sectors. The intersections of the x-based
sectors in F naturally form a poset isomorphic to SðWÞ; and the union of these
posets, where F runs through all apartments containing x; is canonically isomorphic
to the spherical building @ðI ;FÞ: The result now follows from the fact that the
underlying poset of a spherical building completely determines the building
itself. &

Let G be a semisimple algebraic group defined over the real closure QR of Q: Then
the R-rank of G is the maximal dimension of a QR-split torus S of G: If R is any real
closed field (such as R ¼ R orR ¼ rR), then QRDR and S is also a maximal R-split
torus over R: In fact, G has the same structure, rank, Tits diagram and building type
over R as over its field of definition QR; see [15, Section 4]. Note that the group
G ¼ GðRÞ of R-points of G; endowed with the Hausdorff topology, is a real Lie
group; and its (Hausdorff) connected component G� is a semisimple Lie group G

such that ½G : G��oN: Furthermore, if G is any connected semisimple Lie group,
then there exists a semisimple algebraic group defined over QR such that G=ZðGÞ
and GðRÞ� are isomorphic as Lie groups; for example, see [14, 1.14.6]. (In fact, G can
even be taken to be defined over Q; but in our setting, it is more convenient to work
with real closed fields.) We then define R-rankðGÞ to be the R-rank of the algebraic
group G; and we define G to be absolutely simple if and only if G is absolutely
simple. (Equivalently, G is absolutely simple if and only if the complexification
g#RC of the Lie algebra g of G remains simple.) Since ZðGÞ is finite, the
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Riemannian manifolds G and G=ZðGÞ are quasi-isometric. Hence, in the remainder
of this section, we can restrict our attention to connected semisimple Lie groups of

the form GðRÞ�:
Fix a semisimple algebraic group G defined over QR of R-rank mX1: Let SDG be

a maximalQR-split torus and N ¼ NorGðSÞ its normaliser. The quotient W ¼ N=S is
the relative Weyl group for G (once again, over any real closed field R). Let D be a
nonprincipal ultrafilter, let e ¼ ð1=nÞD; and let r ¼ ee ¼ ðe�nÞD: The Robinson field
rR has a unique maximal o-convex subring rODrR; corresponding to the canonical
o-valuation n : rR-R,fNg; which was defined in Definition 1.7. (For general
results about real closed fields and o-valuations, see [24].) Since rO is o-convex, we
have that QRDrODrR: Therefore the groups GðrOÞDGðrRÞ and SðrOÞDSðrRÞ are
defined, as well as the coset spaces

I ¼ GðrRÞ=GðrOÞ and V ¼ SðrRÞ=SðrOÞ:

Moreover, V can be regarded in a natural way as an m-dimensional real vector
space, equipped with a natural action of W as a finite reflection group. For example,
if G ¼ SLmþ1 and S is the group of diagonal matrices in SLmþ1; then N consists of
permutation matrices acting by coordinate permutations; and the resulting root
system is the one of type Am described at the beginning of this section.

If we extend the W -action by the translations, then we obtain an affine Weyl
group Waff : For gAGðrRÞ and v ¼ nSðrOÞASðrRÞ=SðrOÞ ¼ V ; let fgðvÞ ¼
gnGðrOÞAI and put

F ¼ ffg j gAGðrRDÞg:

Theorem 2.6. The pair ðI ;FÞ ¼ DaffðG; rR; rOÞ is an affine R-building such that

I and F are complete. The building at infinity is the spherical building

@DaffðG; rR; rOÞ ¼ DðG; rRÞ:

Proof. This is a special case of a much more general result on the affine L-buildings
associated to arbitrary real closed valued fields, which was proved in [20]. The fact
that I and F are complete follows from the o1-saturatedness of countable
ultrapowers. &

Now we shall explain how asymptotic cones fit into the picture. Let G be a
semisimple Lie group of rank mX1; endowed with a left-invariant Riemannian
metric d: Let KpG be a maximal compact subgroup. The Riemannian symmetric
space X ¼ G=K carries a natural metric (unique up to homothety), and it is not
difficult to show that the natural map G-G=K is a quasi-isometry. Thus X and G

have bilipschitz homeomorphic asymptotic cones. As above, let G be an algebraic

group over QR with GðRÞ� ¼ G:

Proposition 2.7. The asymptotic cone ConDðXÞ is isometric to the point space I of

the building DaffðG; rRD;
rODÞ:
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Proof. This was proved in [20] and also independently in [31]. &

The fact that ConDðXÞ is an affine R-building was proved first by Kleiner–Leeb
[19]. (A vague conjecture pointing in this direction was made by Gromov in [16,
p. 54]). However, Kleiner and Leeb did not determine the building which one
obtains. As we mentioned above, the fact that ConDðXÞ can be identified as a metric
space with the quotient GðrRÞ=GðrOÞ was proved independently by Thornton [3],
but he did not identify the affine building or the spherical building at infinity. This
was done by Leeb and Parreau [22] for the special case of G ¼ SLmþ1; and one
should also mention Bennett’s general result [1] on the affine L-buildings related to
SLmþ1ðFÞ for arbitrary valued fields F :

Theorem 2.8. Suppose that G is a connected absolutely simple Lie group such that

R-rankðGÞX2 and let G be a uniform lattice in G. Let D and D0 be nonprincipal

ultrafilters. If ConDðGÞ and ConD0ðGÞ are homeomorphic, then the Robinson fields rRD
and rRD0 are isomorphic.

Proof. Let G be an absolutely simple algebraic group defined over QR such that

R-rankðGÞX2 and G ¼ GðRÞ�: Let KpG be a maximal compact subgroup. Since G
is quasi-isometric to the symmetric space X ¼ G=K ; the asymptotic cones ConDðGÞ
and ConD0ðGÞ are bilipschitz homeomorphic to ConDðXÞ; ConD0ðXÞ respectively.
Consequently, if ConDðGÞ and ConD0ðGÞ are homeomorphic, then ConDðXÞ and
ConD0ðXÞ are also homeomorphic. Hence, by Propositions 2.7 and 2.4, the affine R-
buildings DaffðG; rRD;

rODÞ and DaffðG; rRD0 ;
rOD0Þ have isomorphic drafts. Apply-

ing Proposition 2.5, it follows that the corresponding buildings at infinity DðG; rRDÞ
and DðG; rRD0Þ are also isomorphic. Finally, by Theorem 2.1, the building DðG; rRDÞ
determines the field rRD up to isomorphism, and so rRDDrRD0 : &

We should make a few comments concerning the hypotheses on the Lie group G in
the statement of Theorem 2.8. If G has R-rank 1; then ConDG is a homogeneous R-
tree with uncountable branching at every point. Furthermore, the isometry type of
this R-tree is independent of the choice of the ultrafilter D (and even of the Lie type
of G:) For example, see [13]. Thus the hypothesis on the R-rank of G is certainly
necessary. To understand the reason for the hypothesis that G is absolutely simple,
consider the complex Lie group G ¼ SLnðCÞ for some nX3: By embedding SLnðCÞ as
an algebraic subgroup GðRÞ of GL2nðRÞ; we can regard G as a real simple Lie group
of R-rank n� 1: However, G is not absolutely simple, since GðCÞDSLnðCÞ �
SLnðCÞ: (More generally, it turns out that a real simple Lie group G is absolutely
simple if and only if G=ZðGÞ is not isomorphic to a complex Lie group.) When we
consider the spherical building at infinity of the corresponding affine R-building,

then we are only able to recover the algebraic closure rCD ¼ rRDð
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�1

p
Þ rather than

the Robinson field rRD itself. Since rCD is an algebraically closed field of cardinality
2o; it follows that rCDDC for every nonprincipal ultrafilter D over o: Thus the fields
rCD cannot be used to distinguish between the (possibly different) asymptotic cones
of SLnðCÞ; and it remains an open question whether the asymptotic cones of complex
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simple Lie groups depend on the chosen ultrafilter. However, there is an obvious
generalisation of Theorem 2.8 to semisimple Lie groups.

Corollary 2.9. Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group with at least one absolutely

simple factor S such that R-rankðSÞX2 and let G be a uniform lattice in G. Let D and

D0 be nonprincipal ultrafilters. If ConDðGÞ and ConD0ðGÞ are homeomorphic, then the

corresponding Robinson fields rRD and rRD0 are isomorphic.

This follows from Theorem 2.8, together with the fact that the buildings at infinity
of ConDðGÞ and ConD0ðGÞ decompose into products of the buildings corresponding
to the simple factors of G:

3. Invariants of linear orders

The next two sections will be devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.8. We will begin
by reducing Theorem 1.8 to an analogous statement concerning the linearly ordered
sets oo=D; where D is a nonprincipal ultrafilter over o:

Definition 3.1. A filter over o is a collection D of subsets of o satisfying the
following conditions:

(i) oAD:
(ii) If A; BAD; then A-BAD:
(iii) If AAD and ADBDo; then BAD:

The filter D is nontrivial if and only if

(iv) |eD:

Let D be a nontrivial filter over o: Then �D is the equivalence relation defined on
oo ¼ ff j f : o-og by

f �D g if and only if fnAo j f ðnÞ ¼ gðnÞgAD:

For each fAoo; we denote the corresponding �D-equivalence class by f =D; and
we let

oo=D ¼ ff =D j fAoog

equipped with the partial order defined by

f =Dog=D if and only if fnAo j f ðnÞogðnÞgAD:

As usual, we identify each natural number cAo with the corresponding element
cc=DAoo; defined by ccðnÞ ¼ c for all nAo: If D is a nonprincipal ultrafilter over o;
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then oo=D is a linear order. In this case, we define

ðoo=DÞ� ¼ fg=DAoo=D j cog=D forall cAog:

As we shall now explain, Theorem 1.8 is an easy consequence of Theorem 3.3,
which we shall prove in Section 4.

Definition 3.2. Let L1; L2 be linear orders.

(a) L1Ef L2 if and only if L1 and L2 have nonempty isomorphic final segments.

(b) L1EiL2 if and only if L1 and L2 have nonempty isomorphic initial segments.

Theorem 3.3. If CH fails, then there exists a set fDa j ao22
og of nonprincipal

ultrafilters over o such that

ðoo=DaÞ�iiðoo=DbÞ�

for all aobo22
o
:

Proof of Theorem 1.8. For each nonprincipal ultrafilter D over o; let

rRN

D ¼ faArRD j a4c for every cAog;

and let ED be the convex equivalence relation defined on rRN

D by

aEDb if and only if ja� bjoc for some cAo:

Let LD ¼ rRN

D =ED; equipped with the quotient linear ordering; and regard LD � Z

as a linear ordering with respect to the usual lexicographical ordering, defined by
ða1; z1Þoða2; z2Þ if and only if either:

* a1oa2; or
* a1 ¼ a2 and z1oz2:

Then it is easily checked that

LD � ZDfg=DAðoo=DÞ�jg=Dor�n for some nX1g:

Now suppose that A; B are nonprincipal ultrafilters over o and that f : rRA-
rRB is

a field isomorphism. Since rRA;
rRB are real closed, it follows that f is also order-

preserving. It is also clear that f ½rRN

A � ¼ rRN

B and that f maps the equivalence

relation EA to the equivalence relation EB: It follows that the ordered sets LA and LB
are isomorphic; and hence that

ðoo=AÞ�Eiðoo=BÞ�:
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Consequently, if fDa j ao2kg is the set of nonprincipal ultrafilters over o given by
Theorem 3.3, then

rRDaD/
rRDb

for all aobo2k: &

A similar argument shows that the corresponding fields �RDa ; ao2k; of
nonstandard reals are also pairwise nonisomorphic. This improves a result of
Roitman [25], who proved that it is consistent that there exist 2o pairwise
nonisomorphic fields of nonstandard reals, each of the form �RD for some
nonprincipal ultrafilter D over o:

Most of the remainder of this section will be devoted to the construction of a
collection of extremely nonisomorphic linear orders, which will later be used as
suitable ‘‘invariants’’ in the proof of Theorem 3.3. This construction is a
special case of the more general techniques which are developed in Chapter III of
Shelah [28]. In order to make this paper relatively self-contained, we have
provided proofs of the relevant results. We assume that the reader is
familiar with the basic properties of regular cardinals, singular cardinals,
and stationary subsets of regular cardinals. (For example, see Sections 6 and 7 of
Jech [18].)

Definition 3.4. Suppose that I is a linear order and that |aADI :

(a) A subset BDA is said to be cofinal in A if for all aAA; there exists an element
bAB such that apb: The cofinality of A is defined to be

cfðAÞ ¼ minfjBjjB is a cofinal subset of Ag:

(b) A subset BDA is said to be coinitial in A if for all aAA; there exists an element
bAB such that bpa: The coinitiality of A is defined to be

coiðAÞ ¼ minfjBjjB is a coinitial subset of Ag:

Definition 3.5. Suppose that I is a linear order and that l; yXo are regular cardinals.
Then ðI1; I2Þ is a ðl; yÞ-cut of I if the following conditions hold:

(a) I ¼ I1,I2 and sot for all sAI1; tAI2:
(b) cfðI1Þ ¼ l:
(c) coiðI2Þ ¼ y:

Definition 3.6. Suppose that J; L are linear orders. Then the order-preserving map
j : J-L is an invariant embedding if whenever ðJ1; J2Þ is a ðl; yÞ-cut of J for some l;
y4o; then there does not exist an element xAL such that jðsÞoxojðtÞ for all
sAJ1; tAJ2:
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In this case, j is said to be an invariant cofinal embedding if j½J� is cofinal in L and
j is said to be an invariant coinitial embedding if j½J� is coinitial in L

Lemma 3.7. If l4o1 is a regular cardinal, then there exists a set fIajao2lg of linear

orders satisfying the following conditions:

(a) cfðIaÞ ¼ jIaj ¼ l:
(b) If aab and ja : Ia-L; jb : Ib-L0 are invariant cofinal embeddings, then Lif L0:

Proof. Applying Solovay’s Theorem, let fSt j tolg be a partition of the stationary
set

S ¼ fdol j cfðdÞ ¼ o1g

into l pairwise disjoint stationary subsets. (For example, see [18, 7.6].) Fix some
subset XCl: Then for each aol; we define

lX
a ¼

o2 if aA
S
tAX

St;

o1 otherwise;

(

and we define the linear order

IX ¼ fða; bÞ j aol and bolX
a g

by setting ða1; b1Þoða2; b2Þ if and only if either:

* a1oa2; or
* a1 ¼ a2 and b14b2:

Suppose that XaYDl: Let L; L0 be linear orders and let jX :IX-L; jY :IY-L0 be
invariant cofinal embeddings. Suppose that LEf L0 and let c : M-M 0 be an

isomorphism between the final segments M; M 0 of L; L0 respectively. For each dol;
let

Md ¼ fmAM jmojX ðg; 0Þ for some godg

and

M 0
d ¼ fm0AM 0 jm0ojY ðg; 0Þ for some godg:

Then there exists a club CDl such that c½Md� ¼ M 0
d for all dAC: Without

loss of generality, we can suppose that there exists an ordinal tAX \Y : Choose

dAC-St such that Mda|: Since jX is an invariant embedding, it follows that
coiðM\MdÞ ¼ o2: Similarly, coiðM 0

\M 0
dÞ ¼ o1: But this is impossible since

c½M\Md� ¼ M 0
\M 0

d: &

Note that in the statement of Theorem 3.8, k is not necessarily regular. In Section
4, we shall apply Theorem 3.8 in the case when k ¼ 2o4o1:
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Theorem 3.8. If k4o1; then there exists a set fJa j ao2kg of linear orders satisfying

the following conditions:

(a) jJaj ¼ k:
(b) coiðJaÞ ¼ cfðkÞ þ o2:
(c) If aab and ja:Ja-L; jb:Jb-L0 are invariant coinitial embeddings, then LiiL

0:

Proof. Let /ki j iocfðkÞS be a sequence of regular cardinals with each ki4o1 such
that:

(a) if k is singular, then k ¼ supiocfðkÞki; and

(b) if k is regular, then ki ¼ k for all iocfðkÞ ¼ k:

In either case, we have that
Q

iocfðkÞ 2
ki ¼ 2k: (For the case when k is singular,

see [18, 6.5].) Let y ¼ cfðkÞ þ o2 and let fSt j tocfðkÞg be a partition of the
stationary set

S ¼ fdoy j cfðdÞ ¼ o1g

into cfðkÞ pairwise disjoint stationary subsets. Let h : y-cfðkÞ be the function
defined by:

* dAShðdÞ for all dAS; and
* hðxÞ ¼ 0 for all xAy\S:

For each iocfðkÞ; let fIi;a j ao2kig be the set of linear orders of cardinality ki given

by Lemma 3.7. For any nA
Q

iocfðkÞ 2
ki ; we define the linear order

Jn ¼ fða; xÞ j aoy and uxAIhðaÞ;nðhðaÞÞg

by setting ða1; x1Þoða2; x2Þ if and only if either:

* a14a2; or
* a1 ¼ a2 and x1ox2:

Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 3.7, we see that the set fJn j nA
Q

iocfðkÞ 2
kig of

linear orders satisfies our requirements. &

Now suppose that 2o ¼ k4o1 and let fJa j ao2kg be the set of linear orders given
by Theorem 3.8. Then clearly Theorem 3.3 would follow if we could construct a set
fDa j ao2kg of nonprincipal ultrafilters over o such that for each ao2k; there exists
an invariant coinitial embedding

ja:Ja-ðoo=DaÞ�:

Unfortunately, this direct approach leads to serious technical difficulties which we
have not yet been able to overcome. In order to avoid these difficulties, in the next
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section, we shall instead construct a set fDa j ao2kg of nonprincipal ultrafilters over
o such that the following condition is satisfied:

* For each ao2k and each initial segment L of ðoo=DaÞ�; there exists an invariant
embedding j : o1 þ Ja-L:

(Here o1 þ Ja is the linear order consisting of a copy of the ordinal o1 followed by a
copy of Ja: In particular, ðo1; JaÞ is an ðo1; cfðkÞ þ o2Þ-cut of o1 þ Ja:) Of course,
this is not enough to ensure that

ðoo=DaÞ�iiðoo=DbÞ�

for all baa; since the above condition does not rule out the possibility that there also
exists an invariant embedding

co1 þ Jb-ðoo=DaÞ�:

Fix some ao2k and let Ca be the set of bo2k such that there exists an invariant
embedding

cb : o1 þ Jb-ðoo=DaÞ�:

For each bACa; let ðAb;BbÞ be the ðo1; cfðkÞ þ o2Þ-cut of ðoo=DaÞ� defined by

Ab ¼ fg=DaAðoo=DaÞ�jg=DaocbðtÞ for some tAo1g

and

Bb ¼ fg=DaAðoo=DaÞ�jg=Da4cbðtÞ for some tAJbg:

Then Theorem 3.8 implies that ðAb;BbÞaðAg;BgÞ for all bagACa: Since the

following result implies that the number of ðo1; cfðkÞ þ o2Þ-cuts of ðoo=DaÞ� is at
most 2o ¼ k; it follows that jCajpk: This implies that there exists a subset WD2k of
cardinality 2k such that

ðoo=DaÞ�iiðoo=DbÞ�

for all aabAW :
While the basic idea of Theorem 3.8 is implicitly contained in Section VIII.0 of

Shelah [27] and Chapter III of Shelah [28], the result does not seem to have been
explicitly stated anywhere in the literature.

Theorem 3.9. Suppose that I is a linear order and that yal are regular cardinals. Then

the number of ðl; yÞ-cuts of I is at most jI j:

Proof. We shall just consider the case when loy: Suppose that I is a counter-

example of minimal cardinality and let fðAi;BiÞ j iojI jþg be a set of jI jþ distinct
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ðl; yÞ-cuts of I : Let cfðjI jÞ ¼ k and express I ¼,gok Ig as a smooth strictly

increasing union of substructures such that jIgjojI j for all gok:
First suppose that kay; l: Then for each iojI jþ; there exists an ordinal giok such

that Ai-Igi
is cofinal in Ai and Bi-Igi

is coinitial in Bi: It follows that there exists a

subset XDjI jþ of cardinality jI jþ and a fixed ordinal gok such that gi ¼ g for all

iAX : But this means that fðAi-Ig;Bi-IgÞ j ioXg is a set of jI jþ distinct ðl; yÞ-cuts
of Ig; which contradicts the minimality of jI j:

Next suppose that k ¼ l: Once again, for each iojI jþ; there exists an ordinal giok
such that Bi-Igi

is coinitial in Bi; and there exists a subset XDjI jþ of cardinality jI jþ
and a fixed ordinal gok such that gi ¼ g for all iAX : Arguing as in the previous
paragraph, we can suppose that for each iAX ; Ai-Ig is not cofinal in Ai: For each

iAX ; choose an element aiAAi\Ig such that soaiot for all sAAi-Ig and tABi:
Suppose that iajAX : Then we can suppose that BiiBj: Since Bj-Ig is coinitial in

Bj ; it follows that there exists an element

cAðBj\BiÞ-IgDAi-Ig:

But this means that ajocoai and so fai j iAXg is a set of jI jþ distinct elements of I ;

which is a contradiction. A similar argument handles the case when k ¼ y: This
completes the proof of Theorem 3.9. &

4. Constructing ultrafilters

In this section, we shall prove Theorem 3.3. Our construction of the required set

fDa j ao22
og of nonprincipal ultrafilters makes use of the techniques developed in

Section VI.3 of Shelah [27].

Definition 4.1. Let D be a filter over o and let

ID ¼ fXDo jo\XADg

be the corresponding dual ideal. If A; BDo; then we define

ACB mod D if and only if A\BAID

and

A ¼ B mod D if and only if ðA\BÞ,ðB\AÞAID:

Definition 4.2. Suppose that D is a filter over o and that GDoo is a family of
surjective functions. Then G is independent mod D if for all distinct g1;y; gcAG and
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all (not necessarily distinct) j1;y; jcAo;

fnAo j gkðnÞ ¼ jk forall 1pkpcga| mod D:

(Of course, this condition implies that D is a nontrivial filter.)

Suppose that G is independent mod D and that jGj ¼ k: Let I be any linear order of
cardinality k and suppose that G ¼ fft j tAIg is indexed by the elements of I : For
each sotAI ; let

Bs;t ¼ fnAo j fsðnÞoftðnÞg:

Then it is easily checked that D,fBs;t j sotAIg generates a nontrivial filter Dþ: (For
example, see the proof of Lemma 4.7.) It follows that if D+Dþ is an ultrafilter, then
we can define an order-preserving map j : I-oo=D by jðtÞ ¼ ft=D: However, if we
wish j to be an invariant embedding, then we need to be able to control the
behaviour of arbitary elements g=DAoo=D: The next few paragraphs will introduce
the techniques which will enable us to accomplish this.

Definition 4.3. Suppose that GDoo is a family of surjective functions.

(a) FIðGÞ is the set of functions h satisfying the following conditions:
(i) dom h is a finite subset of G;
(ii) ran hCo:

(b) For each hAFIðGÞ; let

Ah ¼ fnAo j gðnÞ ¼ hðgÞ for all gAdom hg:

(c) FIsðGÞ ¼ fAh j hAFIðGÞg:

Lemma 4.4. Suppose that D is a filter over o and that GDoo is a family of surjective

functions.

(a) G is independent mod D if and only if Aha| mod D for every hAFIðGÞ:
(b) If G is independent mod D; then there exists a maximal filter D�+D modulo which

G is independent.
(c) If G is independent mod D and XDo; then there exists a finite subset FDG such

that G\F is independent modulo either the filter generated by D,fXg or the filter

generated by D,fo\Xg:

Proof. These are the statements of Claims 3.15(4), 3.15(3) and 3.3 from Shelah [27,
Chapter VI]. &

Now suppose that GDoo is a family of surjective functions and that D is a
maximal filter over omodulo which G is independent. Then A is said to be a partition

mod D if the following conditions are satisfied:

* Aa|mod D for all AAA;
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* A-A0 ¼ |mod D for all AaA0AA;
* for all BAPðoÞ with Ba|mod D; there exists AAA such that A-Ba|mod D:

The subset BDo is said to be based on A if for every AAA; either ADB mod D or

A-B ¼ |mod D: By Claim 3.17(1) [27, Chapter VI], for every subset BDo; there
exists a partition A mod D such that

(i) B is based on A; and
(ii) ADFIsðGÞ:

Furthermore, by Claim 3.17(5) [27, Chapter VI], A is necessarily countable and so
there exists a countable subset G0DG such that ADFIsðG0Þ: In this case, we say that
B is supported by FIsðG0Þ mod D:

The next lemma summarises the properties of supports that we shall require later
in this section.

Lemma 4.5. Suppose that GDoo is a family of surjective functions and that D is a

maximal filter over o modulo which G is independent.

(a) FIsðGÞ is dense mod D, i.e. for every BDo with Ba|mod D; there exists

AhAFIsðGÞ such that AhDB mod D:
(b) For each BDo; there exists a countable subset G0DG such that B is supported by

FIsðG0Þ mod D.
(c) Suppose that G ¼ G10G2 and that ADo is supported by FIsðG1Þ mod D. If

hAFIðGÞ and AhDA mod D; then Ah1DA mod D; where h1 ¼ hpG1:

Proof. We have already discussed clause (b). Clauses (a) and (c) are the statements
of Claims 3.17(1) and 3.17(4) from Shelah [27, Chapter VI]. &

The following lemma will ensure that our construction concentrates on the initial

segments of ðoo=DÞ�:

Lemma 4.6. Suppose that GDoo is a family of surjective functions and that D is a

maximal filter over o modulo which G is independent. Suppose also that gAoo is a

function such that cog=D for every cAo: Then f =Dog=D for every fAG:

Proof. This is Claim 3.19(1) from Shelah [27, Chapter VI]. &

Finally, the next lemma is the key to our construction of the required set of
ultrafilters.

Lemma 4.7. Suppose that G0G�Doo is a family of surjective functions and that D is a

maximal filter over o modulo which G0G� is independent. Suppose that I is a linear

order and that G ¼ fft j tAIg is indexed by the elements of I. Then there exists a filter

Dþ+D over o which satisfies the following conditions:

(a) If sAI and cAo; then cofs=Dþ:
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(b) If sotAI ; then fs=Dþoft=Dþ:
(c) Suppose that ðI1; I2Þ is a ðl; yÞ-cut of I such that l; y4o: Then for every ultrafilter

U+Dþ over o; there does not exist a function gAoo such that

fs=Uog=Uoft=U

for all sAI1; tAI2:
(d) Dþ is a maximal filter over o modulo which G� is independent.

Proof. For each tAI and cAo; let

Ac;t ¼ fnAo j coftðnÞg:

For each pair sotAI ; let

Bs;t ¼ fnAo j fsðnÞoftðnÞg:

Finally for each pair rosAI and each function gAoo such that g�1ðcÞ is supported
by FIsðG�0fft j tAI\½r; s�gÞ mod D for all cAo; let

Cg;r;s ¼ fnAo j gðnÞofrðnÞ or fsðnÞogðnÞg:

Let E be the filter on o generated by D; together with all of the sets Ac;t; Bs;t; Cg;r;s

defined above. (Note that the next claim implies that E is a nontrivial filter.)

Claim 4.8. If hAFIðG�Þ; then Aha| mod E:

Assuming Claim 4.8, we shall now complete the proof of Lemma 4.7. Applying

Lemma 4.4(a), G� is independent mod E: Let Dþ+E be a maximal such filter.

Since Ac;tADþ for each tAI and cAo; it follows that cofs=Dþ and so clause 4.7(a)

holds. Similarly, since Bs;tADþ for each sotAI ; it follows that clause 4.7(b) holds.

Finally suppose that ðI1; I2Þ is a ðl; yÞ-cut of I such that l; y4o and that gAoo: By
Lemma 4.5(b), for each cAo; there exists a countable subset GcDG0G� such that

g�1ðcÞ is supported by FIsðGcÞ mod D: Since l; y4o; it follows that there exist rAI1
and sAI2 such that g�1ðcÞ is supported by FIsðG�0fft j tAI\½r; s�gÞ mod D for all

cAo and hence Cg;r;sADþ: This implies that if U+Dþ is an ultrafilter over o; then
either g=Uofr=U or fs=Uog=U: Thus clause 4.7(c) also holds.

Thus it only remains to prove Claim 4.8. Suppose that hAFIðG�Þ: Then it is
enough to prove that

Ah-
\
ipa

Aci ;ti
-

\
iojpa

Bti ;tj
-

\
kpb

Cgk ;rk ;sk
a|mod D

in the case when the following conditions are satisfied:

* t0ot1o?ota:
* If kpb; then rk; skAfti j ipag:
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Let T ¼ ffti
j ipag: We shall define a sequence of functions hmAFIðG0G�Þ

inductively for mAo so that the following conditions are satisfied:

(1) h0 ¼ h and hmDhmþ1:
(2) dom hm-T ¼ |:
(3) If h�AFIðT Þ and kpb; then one of the following occurs for almost all m;

(i) there exists cAo such that Ahm,h�Dg�1k ðcÞmod D; or
(ii) Ahm,h�-g�1k ðcÞ ¼ |mod D for all cAo:

(Clearly if (i) occurs, then there exists a fixed c such that Ahm,h�Dg�1k ðcÞmod D

for almost all m:) To see that the induction can be carried out, first fix an
enumeration of the countably many pairs h�; k that must be dealt with.
Now suppose that hm has been defined and that we must next deal with
the pair h�; k: There are two cases to consider. First suppose that there

exists cAo such that Ahm,h�-g�1k ðcÞa|mod D: By Lemma 4.5(a), there exists

h̃AFIðG0G�Þ such that

Ah̃DAhm,h�-g�1k ðcÞmod D:

Clearly we must have that hm,h�Dh̃; and in this case, we set

hmþ1 ¼ h̃pððG0G�Þ\T Þ:

Otherwise, we must have that Ahm,h�-g�1k ðcÞ ¼ |mod D for all cAo; and in this

case, we set hmþ1 ¼ hm:
Now fix some kpb: Let rk ¼ tiðkÞ and sk ¼ ttðkÞ: Let

T k ¼ ffti
j ie½iðkÞ; tðkÞ�g:

Suppose that h�AFIðT Þ: Then for all sufficiently large m; either:

(i) there exists cAo such that Ahm,h�Dg�1k ðcÞmod D; or
(ii) Ahm,h�-g�1k ðcÞ ¼ |mod D for all cAo:

First suppose that (i) holds. Since g�1k ðcÞ is supported by

FIsðG�0fft j tAI\½rk; sk�gÞ;

Lemma 4.5(c) implies that:

ðiÞ0 there exists cAo such that Ahm,ðh�pT kÞDg�1k ðcÞ mod D for almost all m:

Similarly, if (ii) holds, then Lemma 4.5(c) implies that:

ðiiÞ0 for almost all m; Ahm,ðh�pT kÞ-g�1k ðcÞ ¼ | mod D for all cAo:
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Let ck : oT k-o,fNg be the function defined by

ckðh�pT kÞ ¼
c if ðiÞ0 holds;
N if ðiiÞ0 holds:




For each infinite set WDo; let W ðT Þ be the set of functions h� : T-W such that

h�ðfti
Þoh�ðftj

Þ for all iojpa; and for each kpb; let jk : oðT Þ-3 be the function

defined by

jkðh�Þ ¼
0 if ckðh�pT kÞoh�ðftiðkÞ Þ;
1 if ckðh�pT kÞ4h�ðfttðkÞ Þ;
2 otherwise:

8><>:
By Ramsey’s Theorem, there exists an infinite set WDo such that jkpW ðT Þ is a
constant function for all kpb:

Claim 4.9. For each kpb; either jkpW ðT Þ � 0 or jkpW ðT Þ � 1:

Proof. Suppose that jkpW ðT Þ � 2; so that

h�ðftiðkÞ Þpckðh�pT kÞph�ðfttðkÞ Þ

for all h�AW ðT Þ: Let jfj j iðkÞpjptðkÞgj ¼ p and let h0 : T k-W be a strictly
increasing function such that

jfwAW j h0ðftiðkÞ�1Þowoh0ðfttðkÞþ1Þgj ¼ 2p:

Then we can extend h0 to a function h�AW ðT Þ such that either

ckðh�pT kÞ ¼ ckðh0Þoh�ðftiðkÞ Þ

or

ckðh�pT kÞ ¼ ckðh0Þ4h�ðfttðkÞ Þ;

which is a contradiction. &

Choose an increasing sequence j0oj1o?oja of elements of W such that ji4ci

for each ipa; and let h�AFIðT Þ be the function defined by h�ðfti
Þ ¼ ji for each ipa:

To complete the proof of Claim 4.8, it is enough to show that for almost all m;

Ahm,h�DAh-
\
ipa

Aci ;ti
-

\
iojpa

Bti ;tj
-

\
kpb

Cgk ;rk ;sk
mod D:
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It is clear that AhmDAh for all m and that

Ah�D
\
ipa

Aci ;ti
-

\
iojpa

Bti ;tj
:

Finally let kpb: If jkðh�Þ ¼ 0; then ckðh�pT kÞoh�ðftiðkÞ ÞoN and so for almost

all m;

Ahm,h�DfnAo j gkðnÞ ¼ ckðh�pT kÞoh�ðftiðkÞ Þ ¼ ftiðkÞ ðnÞgmod D:

Similarly, if jkðh�Þ ¼ 1 and ckðh�pT kÞoN; then for almost all m;

Ahm,h�DfnAo j fttðkÞ ðnÞ ¼ h�ðfttðkÞ Þockðh�pT kÞ ¼ gkðnÞgmod D:

On the other hand, if jkðh�Þ ¼ 1 and ckðh�pT kÞ ¼N; then for almost all m;

Ahm,h�-
[

cph�ðfttðkÞ Þ
g�1k ðcÞ ¼ |mod D

and so

Ahm,h�DfnAo j fttðkÞ ðnÞ ¼ h�ðfttðkÞ ÞogkðnÞgmod D:

Hence, in every case, we have that for almost all m;

Ahm,h�DCgk ;rk ;sk
mod D:

This completes the proof of Lemma 4.7. &

It is now straightforward to construct a set of ultrafilters satisfying the conclusion
of Theorem 3.3.

Proof of Theorem 3.3. Suppose that 2o ¼ k4o1: Let fJa j ao2kg be the set of linear
orders given by Theorem 3.8; and for each aok; let Ia ¼ o1 þ Ja: Fix some aok: To
simplify notation, let Ia ¼ I : Then the corresponding ultrafilter Da ¼ D is
constructed as follows.

Let F0 ¼ fXDojjo\X joog be the Fréchet filter over o: By Theorem 1.5(1) of
Shelah [27, Appendix], there exists a family GDoo of surjective functions of
cardinality k ¼ 2o such that G is independent mod F0: Let PðoÞ ¼ fXm j mokg be an
enumeration of the powerset of o and ‘‘enumerate’’ G as ff

m
x j m; xokg: We shall

define by induction on mok

* a decreasing sequence of subsets GmDff n
x j xok and mpnokg; and

* an increasing sequence of filters Dm over o

such that the following conditions are satisfied:

(a) G0 ¼ G:
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(b) jff n
x j xok and mpnokg\Gmjpjmj þ o:

(c) Dm is a maximal filter modulo which Gm is independent.

(d) Either XmADmþ1 or o\XmADmþ1:

When m ¼ 0; we let D0+F0 be a maximal filter modulo which G0 ¼ G is independent.
If m is a limit ordinal, then we define Gm ¼-nomGn and let Dm+,nomDn be a

maximal filter modulo which Gm is independent. Finally suppose that m ¼ nþ 1: By

Lemma 4.4, there exists a finite subset F nDGn such that Gn\F n is independent
modulo either the filter generated by Dn,fXng or the filter generated by
Dn,fo\Xng: Without loss of generality, suppose that Gn\F n is independent modulo
the filter Dn

0 generated by Dn,fXng; and let En+Dn
0 be a maximal filter modulo

which Gn\F n is independent. Let

Gm ¼ ff t
xAGn\F n j mptokg:

Note that

Hn ¼ ff t
xAGn\F n j t ¼ ng

has cardinality k: Hence we can re-indexHn asHn ¼ ff n
t j tAIg: By Lemma 4.7, there

exists a filter Dm+En which satisfies the following conditions:

(1) If sAI and cAo; then cof n
s =Dm:

(2) If sotAI ; then f n
s =Dmof n

t =Dm:

(3) Suppose that ðI1; I2Þ is a ðl; yÞ-cut of I such that l; y4o: Then for every
ultrafilter U+Dm over o; there does not exist a function gAoo such that

f n
s =Uog=Uof n

t =U

for all sAI1; tAI2:
(4) Dm is a maximal filter over o modulo which Gm is independent.

Finally let D ¼,mok Dm: By clause (d), D is an ultrafilter.

Claim 4.10. If L is an initial segment of ðoo=DÞ�; then there exists mok such that

ff
m

t =D j tAIgDL:

Proof of Claim 4.10. Let g=DAL: Then there exists mok such that

Ac ¼ fnAo j cogðnÞgADm

for all cAo: Since Dm is a maximal filter modulo which Gm is independent, Lemma 4.6

implies that f =Dmog=Dm for all fAGm: Hence ff
m

t =D j tAIgDL: &

From now on, it is necessary to write Da; Ia; etc.
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Claim 4.11. Fix some ao2k: Then the set

Ea ¼ fbo2k j ðoo=DaÞ�Eiðoo=DbÞ�g

has cardinality at most k:

Proof of Claim 4.11. Suppose that jEajXkþ: For each bAEa; let Lb; Mb be initial

segments of ðoo=DbÞ�; ðoo=DaÞ�; respectively, such that there exists an isomorphism

jb : Lb-Mb: By Claim 4.10, for each bAEa; there exists mbok such that

Rb ¼ ff
mb

t =Db j tAIbgDLb:

Recall that Ib ¼ o1 þ Jb: Let Sb ¼ ff
mb

t =Db j tAo1g and Tb ¼ ff
mb

t =Db j tAJbg: Let
y ¼ cfðkÞ þ o2: Then ðjb½Sb�;jb½Tb�Þ determines the ðo1; yÞ-cut ðAb;BbÞ of

ðoo=DaÞ� defined by

Ab ¼ fg=DaAðoo=DaÞ� j g=DaojbðsÞ for some sASbg

and

Bb ¼ fg=DaAðoo=DaÞ� j g=Da4jbðtÞ for some tATbg:

By Theorem 3.9, there exist bagAEa such that ðAb;BbÞ ¼ ðAg;BgÞ: But this is

impossible, since we can define invariant coinitial embeddings of Jb; Jg into Bb ¼ Bg

by c/jbðf
mb

c Þ and d/jgðf
mg

d Þ; respectively, which contradicts Theorem 3.8. &

Clearly Claim 4.11 implies that there exists a subset WD2k of cardinality 2k such
that

ðoo=DaÞ�iiðoo=DbÞ�

for all aabAW : This completes the proof of Theorem 3.3. &

5. Asymptotic cones under CH

In this section, we shall prove Theorem 1.10. Let G be an infinite finitely generated
group and let d be the word metric with respect to some finite generating set. Then
the main point is that each asymptotic cone ConDðGÞ can be uniformly constructed
from an associated ultraproduct Y

Mn=D;

where each Mn is a suitable countable structure for a fixed countable first-order
language L: If CH holds, then

Q
Mn=D is a saturated structure of cardinality o1 and
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hence is determined up to isomorphism by its complete first-order theory TD:
Consequently, if CH holds, then since there are at most 2o possibilities for TD; there
are also at most 2o possibilities for

Q
Mn=D and hence also for ConDðGÞ:

Definition 5.1. Let L be the first-order language consisting of the following symbols:

(a) the binary relation symbol Rq for each 0oqAQ; and
(b) the constant symbol e:

Definition 5.2. For each nX1; Mn is the L-structure with universe G such that:

(a) MnFRqðx; yÞ if and only if dðx; yÞpqn; and
(b) e is the identity element of G:

Definition 5.3. For each nonprincipal ultrafilter D over o; let TD be the complete
first-order theory of

Q
Mn=D:

Theorem 5.4. If D; D0 are nonprincipal ultrafilters over o; then the following are

equivalent:

(a)
Q
Mn=DD

Q
Mn=D0:

(b) ConDðGÞ is isometric to ConD0ðGÞ:

Proof. We shall begin by describing how the asymptotic cone ConDðGÞ can be
uniformly constructed from the ultraproductY

Mn=D ¼ /X ;Rq; eS:

First define M0
D to be the set of those xAX such thatY

Mn=DFRqðx; eÞ

for some q40: Next define an equivalence relation E on M0
D by

xEy if and only if
Y

Mn=DFRqðx; yÞ for all q40:

For each xAM0
D; let /xS denote the corresponding E-class and let

CD ¼ f/xS j xAM0
Dg:

Then we can define a metric dD on CD by

dDð/xS;/ySÞ ¼ inffq j
Y

Mn=DFRqðx; yÞg:

It is easily checked that /CD; dDS is isometric to the asymptotic cone ConDðGÞ:
Consequently, if

Q
Mn=DD

Q
Mn=D0; then ConDðGÞ is isometric to ConD0ðGÞ:
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It is also easily checked that
Q
Mn=D consists of 2o disjoint isomorphic copies of

M0
D and that each E-class has cardinality 2o: It follows that any isometry between

ConDðGÞ and ConD0ðGÞ can be lifted to a corresponding isomorphism betweenQ
Mn=D and

Q
Mn=D0: &

Corollary 5.5. Assume CH. If D; D0 are nonprincipal ultrafilters over o; then the

following are equivalent.

(a) TD ¼ TD0 :
(b) ConDðGÞ is isometric to ConD0ðGÞ:

Proof. As we mentioned earlier, if CH holds, then
Q
Mn=D is a saturated structure

of cardinality o1 and hence is determined up to isomorphism by its complete first-
order theory TD: (For example, see [10].) &

This completes the proof of Theorem 1.10.
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